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i-Ready Assessment Updates

Extended Summer Learning Opportunities
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The Strategic Plan and COVID-19
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District Wide Competencies
6th to 12th Grade

Data Analysis & Adapting to It (K to 12)

Math K to 5

Literacy K to 5

Math K to 8

Social & Emotional Learning
SEL K to 12

Phonics K to 3
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The 
Londonderry 

School 
District 

is Resilient 
and Strong

• We prioritized safety and in person learning over the last 
two years. We got better at remote learning to help families 
when needed. 

• We entered the 2021-22 School Year with all our K to 8 
math teachers using the same resources – Math in Focus 
2020. 

• We created curriculum maps and “Priority” documents 
to focus on the most important foundational areas in 
Math. 

• Over the last two years, we have continued to make 
progress as a school system in Phonics and Phonemic 
Awareness so that by the 2022-23 school year we will have 
consistency in our approach K to 3. 

• AND OUR STAFF CONTINUE TO DO AN AMAZING 
JOB WITH EVERY TWIST AND TURN OF THE LAST 
FEW YEARS!!! 
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Winter 2022 i-Ready Data Share
• In November, we brief the School Board and Community on what we 

saw in terms of “learning loss” due to COVID for our students. This 
presentation will be a continuation of that conversation. 

The High-Level Summary of November 2021 Presentations:

We have not seen a dramatic change in learning outcomes over the last two years, 
especially at LHS, compared to our normal achievement patterns before COVID. We 
have seen slightly less students perform on grade level in math, and an even 
smaller issue when it comes to literacy. Compared to our peers in NH, and 
nationally, our students have performed stronger over these last two years.

What we have seen, is an increased need around social-emotional learning for our 
students and families that we are trying to adapt to now, and for future years to 
come. 
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Performance and Growth
• We are going to look at both sides of the student achievement outcomes. 

• We want students performing at grade level and we also want them 
constantly improving and growing in their skills and abilities. Both 
dynamics matter. 

• If students are ahead of their peers, we want them to keep advancing. 

• If students are below grade level, we want them to grow at higher rates to 
catch up. Most likely some students will need more time to catch up. And 
that is OK.

• Our expanded Summer programming is heading us in a different direction 
as a district because we will purposely give students more time to catch up 
with their peers year to year. (Competency Based Education)
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Fall ‘21 to Winter ‘22 Overall Changes i-Ready

Math
Reading

25% More of our Students on Grade Level in 
Grades 1 to 8

591 More Students than the Fall

19% More of our Students on Grade Level in 
Grades 1 to 8

438 More Students than the Fall

Performance and Growth in Overall Performance
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i-Ready Growth 
Model –

Student/Parent 
View
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After Students get a fall “raw score” i-Ready 
determines a 

Typical and Stretch Growth Target. 



Meeting Typical Growth for 2021-22 - Math
District Wide View

About 72% of our students are on track to meet
their growth target for the year in Math. 

Math
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Meeting Typical Growth for 2021-22 - Reading
District Wide View
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Reading

About 71% of our students are on track to meet
their growth target for the year in Reading. 



On Grade
Level

Percentages i-Ready 
Math

Winter
2022

+15% Above
NH Avg. 

+20% Above
US Avg. 
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Even Better News with . . . 
(1)Numbers and Operations and (2)Algebra/Algebraic Thinking

Numbers &
Operations

Algebra &
Algebraic Thinking

Fall Winter

If Everything is a Priority . . . Nothing is a Priority.

32%

59%

+27

Fall Winter

35%

59%

+24

Measurement & 
Data

Geometry

Fall WinterFall Winter

40% 58% 24% 46%

Percentage of Students on Grade Level in i-Ready’s/CCSS’s 4 Domains
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Summer Math Academy 2022

Right now, our teachers
are looking at:

i-Ready 
Fall & Winter + Math in Focus Common Assessments

Numbers &
Operations

Domain

Algebra &
Algebraic
Thinking
Domain

+

We are looking for students that performed
Below Grade Level in both Domains only

in both the Fall & Winter.

In content that is focused on 
1) Numbers & Operations
2) Algebra & Algebraic Thinking

Teachers will look to triangulate performance
in the classroom with i-Ready to make

their final recommendations. 

In early April, our schools will reach out to parents/guardians 
on their child attending Summer Math Academy.
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Summer Math Academy 2.0 Updates
• 2 Week Window attending four days a week from 8am to 10am. 

(June 27th to July 8th or July 11th to 21st) 

• After the in-person session, students will have four weeks of 
independent work to continue to practice their skills. 

• Summer Academy Tutors can remotely check in with students on 
these independent assignments. 

What remains from what we built last year:

• A focused curriculum. 

• A fun experience for students!

• Teachers and Tutors in class to maximize attention and support.

• Busing for parents that may need it.  
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Changing our School System’s DNA

Summer Math Academy is our first serious 
attempt to say we are no longer going to 
push students through the system, knowing 
we are preparing some for 2- and 4-year 
degree programs when they graduate and 
some we are not.

We are taking a Competency Based 
Education approach to say we will give our 
students more time to build a strong 
foundation for the rest of their academic 
and working careers.  
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i-Ready 
Reading
Winter
2022

On Grade
Level

Percentages

+15% to +20% 
Above NH Avg. 

+20% to + 25%
Above US Avg. 



Big Picture Literacy
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Learning to Read Reading to LearnPre-School

Grades K      1     2      3      4      5 MS       HS          College & Career

• Next year will be our first school year with a consistent phonics program in our 
K to 3 classes (Fundations) New to K and a few 3rd grade classrooms. 

• We have a consistent phonemic awareness approach in our K and 1 classrooms with
Heggerty’s Phonemic Awareness lessons.

• Part of our next 3 to 5 years is looking at, updating, standardizing and revising
as needed our approach to Literacy K to 12, and much of that work is already underway. 



Including Literacy in our Summer Plans 2022
Part One
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Learning to Read

Grades 1 and 2
Maybe 3

I’m currently working with our amazing elementary school Reading Specialists
to design a 30-minute block of instruction that can focus very clearly on the 
most important phonics and phonemic awareness skills students need to for

Grades 1 and 2, as they head into grades 2 and 3. 

For some students this would be a “stand alone”
Summer Academy for them that would occur
during the same overall window as Summer

Math Academy.  
90 Min Summer Math

Academy
30 Minutes

Phonics
+

For students already in Summer Math Academy we build
the program into their overall 2-hour window at school

Focused Curriculum
Small Groups
Games and Fun

Work in Progress



Literacy Summer 
2022 Part 2



Other LMS Summer 
2022 Literacy 
Opportunities
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Summer 2022 Bigger Picture

• Summer School at LHS  (12 Classes)

• Summer School at LMS (English Language Arts & Math)

• ESY – Extended School Year

• 14 Summer Enrichment Programs Available – Yeah!

• Pre-Algebra at LMS – Yeah!

• Summer Math Academy (Grades 1 – 7)

• Summer Phonics Academy (Grades 1 – 2)

• Summer Reading Challenge (At least elementary and middle)

• Readers and Writers Summer Seminar (LMS)
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Last C3 Meeting This Year
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May 12- 4pm Microsoft Teams
Go Back to Social Emotional Learning


